Sir,

We read with interest the article entitled, 'A cost-effective cadaveric model for plastic surgery simulation'\[[@ref1]\] published in Indian Journal of Plastic Surgery. Whilst we appreciate the effort required to conduct this pilot study comparing microvascular flap surgery simulation using formalin and Genelyn cadavers, we have some basic concerns with the conclusion drawn by the authors on the basis of this study.

The authors describe Genelyn as a 'soft fixation technique' that gives cadavers live-like tissue quality, softness and flexibility. In contrast, a recent review defined Genelyn as a hard fixative that produces stiff tissues lacking colour as compared to fresh tissue.\[[@ref2]\] In agreement with this, Jaung *et al*. highlight significant difficulty with Genelyn tissue pliability and with the identification of surgical planes.\[[@ref3]\] Furthermore, Norton-old *et al*. note Genelyn tissue to be stiffer and more brittle as compared to non-embalmed tissue. Although there is a paucity of literature describing Genelyn cadavers, there is a general consensus that Genelyn tissue does not resemble living tissue.\[[@ref4]\]

In theatre, it can be difficult for trainees to detect and isolate blood vessels pinnacle to flap survival, thus when we consider the caveats highlighted above with regard to hard-fixed cadavers, we can see how it may impinge on the potential of microscopic flap surgery simulation. If planes and structures cannot be appropriately visualised during training, how can one be expected to follow procedural steps, dissect and preserve structures? Where tissues are tough, how can one learn to handle with care or know the degree of pressure required for initial incisions?

Sidhu *et al*. discuss the importance of fidelity in simulation with regard to skills transferable to the operating room.\[[@ref5]\] Whilst we appreciate that Genelyn may be a more cost-effective alternative to Thiel or fresh tissue, we must not overlook the role of tissue fidelity and quality with regard to the development of transferrable microvascular flap surgery skills. Furthermore, it has been shown that Genelyn tissue is susceptible to mould, which can render cadaveric tissue unusable and should be considered when discussing cost.\[[@ref3]\]

Ng *et al*.\[[@ref1]\] believe that Genelyn cadaveric material is 'sufficiently good for plastic surgery simulation' and suggest it as an alternative to Thiel cadavers. However, they have formulated this conclusion using a single trainee comparing Genelyn to formalin cadavers. When we consider that qualitative research is open to broad analysis, a greater sample size may provide more representative outcomes. Furthermore, formalin cadavers are well regarded as unsuitable for microvascular free flap dissection. As formalin shares many of the undesirable characteristics with Genelyn cadavers previously discussed, it would perhaps be more informative to compare Genelyn with fresh cadavers or soft-fix cadaveric materials currently used for flap surgery simulation. For example, a light embalming technique for fresh cadavers which uses weaker embalming solutions has been previously described.\[[@ref6]\] This technique boasts extended use ranging from 2 to 6 weeks (depending on storage temperature) as well as improved colour and texture of tissues.

Although the authors have demonstrated a cost-effective cadaveric model superior to formalin-embalmed tissue, the lack of research into the role of Genelyn tissue with regard to transferable microvascular flap surgery skills makes the benefit of such tissue unclear. In a surgical specialty dependent on sensory feedback and cues, it would seem a step backward to revert to Genelyn cadavers for simulation. However, as interest into plastic surgery simulation grows, surgical educators should strive to identify an appropriate embalming technique, which promotes cost-effectiveness whilst accurately resembling living tissue.
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